Hastelloy X (HX) and 304 stainless steel (304SS) are widely used in the pressure vessel and piping industries, specifically in nuclear and chemical reactors, pipe, and valve applications. Both alloys are favored for their resistance to extreme environments, although the materials exhibit a rate-dependent mechanical behavior. Numerous unified viscoplastic models proposed in literature claim to have the ability to describe the inelastic behavior of these alloys subjected to a variety of boundary conditions; however, typically limited experimental data are used to validate these claims. In this paper, two unified viscoplastic models (Miller and Walker) are experimentally validated for HX subjected to creep and 304SS subjected to strain-controlled low cycle fatigue (LCF). Both constitutive models are coded into ANSYS Mechanical as user-programmable features. Creep and fatigue behavior are simulated at a broad range of stress levels. The results are compared to an exhaustive database of experimental data to fully validate the capabilities and performance of these models. Material constants are calculated using the recently developed Material Constant Heuristic Optimizer (MACHO) software. This software uses the simulated annealing algorithm to determine the optimal material constants through the comparison of simulations to a database of experimental data. A qualitative and quantitative discussion is presented to determine the most suitable model to predict the behavior of HX and 304SS.
Introduction
Nuclear and chemical reactors can be used to generate electricity while minimizing greenhouse gas emissions [1] . The efficiency of these reactors is related to the high temperature at which they operate. High-operating temperatures are desired for better efficiency. The reactors require cooling systems to keep them within safe operating temperature. The coolant system is the intermediate heat exchanger (IHX) which exchanges heat between the primary heated coolant that comes directly from the reactor at a temperature of around 950 C and the secondary working fluid which cools down the primary coolant [1] [2] [3] . IHX performance is crucial for a safe operation and a high efficiency. Therefore, accurate IHX component design is pivot to achieve high-quality reactors. It is essential to have a deep understanding of the mechanical behavior of the constituent material under servicelike conditions [4] .
Since the IHX operates at elevated temperature and extreme conditions, a material resistant to high temperature, thermal and mechanical stresses, corrosion, and oxidation is required. The nickel-base superalloy HX is an attractive candidate material. It is favored for piping applications because of its high nickel content, which provides excellent mechanical properties at high temperature, including high resistance to creep, oxidation, and corrosion [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . A second candidate material for this piping application is 304SS.
In order to optimize the design of IHX components, a detailed modeling of the material's behavior under any loading condition is essential. On the other hand, a better understanding of the material behavior leads to less conservative designs that in return reduce the cost of hardware and components [11] . There has been considerable effort to develop unified constitutive models capable of describing the inelastic behavior of HX and 304SS. These "unified" models are designed to model the multiple deformation mechanisms present during various loading cases, such as stress relaxation, monotonic tension, creep, and fatigue. Historically, numerous viscoplastic models have been proposed in literature, such as Chaboche, Bodner, Hart, Miller, Walker, Bodner-Partom among many others [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . However, few researchers have validated these models for HX under creep and for 304SS under LCF conditions. The response of viscoplastic constitutive model is driven by the material constants, where the constants are characteristic of each material type. Material constants are typically calculated using specific types of experimental data that activate the deformation mechanisms of interest. The complexity of the constitutive equations and the considered temperature ranges dictate the total number of material constants required to model the mechanical behavior. The process to determine these material constants is not well documented for most viscoplastic constitutive models; therefore, there exist gaps in the calculation process that lead to the "unsystematic" calculation of material constants. This unsystematic calculation of constants might result in improper usage of the viscoplastic models.
In the present work, Miller [18] and Walker [19] unified viscoplastic constitutive models are exercised and analyzed to determine the most accurate model describing the inelastic deformation of HX under creep and 304SS under fatigue. To ensure a systematic calculation of material constants, a numerical optimization software is used for both constitutive models. HX and 304SS are used in the present work to test the model's equations and the optimization software capabilities to model more than one material behavior. The numerical simulations of both the models are presented and compared to an exhaustive database of HX and 304SS experimental data, and the correspondence between them is estimated by the percentage error and coefficient of determination. Finally, a discussion of model performance and limitations are provided.
HX
HX is a face center cubic nickel-chromium-iron-molybdenum solid-solution-strengthened Ni-base superalloy which possesses an outstanding combination of oxidation resistance and high strength at temperatures of up to 1000 C. A large number of studies have been performed on this material characterizing the tensile, rupture, and creep deformation behavior [20] . The HX experimental data used in the present study come from Ref. [8] ; the alloy used for the experiments was a commercial type hotrolled plate with 19 mm of thickness. The creep specimen used had a cylindrical form of 30 mm in gauge length and 6 mm in diameter. 
304 Stainless Steel
304SS is an austenitic iron-nickel-chromium alloy that possesses high strength and high resistance at elevated temperatures. Due to its repeated use in piping applications, this material is considered in the present study. The 304SS experimental data used in the present work were found in Ref. [21] . The specimen used during the fatigue testing was rod annealed and cold finished improving strength and straightness. LCF tests were conducted at 600 C and at 0.5% and 0.7% strain amplitude (DeÞ. The tested material was prepared to meet A276 and A479 ASTM standards. The nominal chemical composition of 304SS is provided in Table 2 .
Miller Model
Miller model is a unified viscoplastic model also called "MATMOD," proposed in 1975 by Miller to model the viscoplastic behavior of materials subjected to high temperature and load [22] . This model was developed based on the physical mechanisms that take place within the material during deformation. This unified model has the ability of modeling transient (primary) creep, steady-state (secondary) creep, monotonic short-time plastic deformation, cyclic hardening and softening, Bauschinger effect, rate, temperature, annealing, and the accumulation and interaction of these effects with respect to time [23] . This model consists of a set of three rate-dependent constitutive equations and a pair of auxiliary equations which introduce the temperature dependence modeling capability. The constitutive equations require eight material constants that are characteristic of each material type. The analytical approach to find the constants involves the use of auxiliary equations and/or plotting of experimental data. Optimization of the constant values is performed until the data reach a desired region or desired shape [18] . To calculate material constants, the required experimental data come from short-time monotonic, creep, and cyclic loading tests at elevated temperatures. The original MATMOD equations do not replicate the nonlinear cyclic hysteresis loop of experimental data well. To correct this issue, modern MATMOD equations are structured to model "normal" and "anomalous" Bauschinger's effect; however, modern MATMOD equations are too complex for easy determination of material parameters. The original MATMOD equations are consider in the present work.
The inelastic strain rate equation (1) is based on Garofalo's steady-state creep equation [22] ; it was modified to include drag and rest stress variables. This equation is dependent on the applied stress r and the two state variables R (rest stress) and D (drag stress) [23] . The strain rate equation (1) requires three material constants B, h 0 , and n; the constant h 0 carries the temperature dependence, n represents the rate sensitivity of the stress, and B is a coefficient that carries the units
The rest stress rate equation (2) describes the rate of kinematic hardening with respect to time; rest/back stress represents the stress field within the material caused by stuck dislocations. The first term in the rest stress rate equation represents the amount of hardening of the material, it is produced by the pile up of dislocations against obstacles; the second term represents the recovery that is produced by the climbing and cross-slip of dislocations and by thermal recovery. The constants H 1 , B, and A 1 represent material constants; h 0 is the temperature dependence term which accounts for thermal recovery. The constant H 1 determines how rapidly the rest stress reaches a saturated value during cyclic loading. The signum function, sgn and absolute value enable reverse plastic flow [23]
The drag stress rate equation (3) describes the rate of isotropic hardening with respect to time; drag stresses impede dislocation motion caused by grain boundaries, solute atoms, and precipitate particles. Just as in the rest stress rate equation, in (Eq. (3)), the first term represents the hardening and the second term represents the recovery of the material. During steady-state, the hardening and recovery terms are equal resulting in _ D ¼ 0. The same effect is applicable to the rest stress equation, meaning that at steadystate the inelastic strain rate is dependent on the steady-state stress only. It is important to note that the drag stress rate equation is dependent on rest stress R and drag stress D; this dependence was established to give this equation the ability to consider cyclic loading by limiting the amount of isotropic hardening due to drag stress. The constants H 2 , C 2 , and A 2 are material constants
The term h 0 represents the temperature dependence of the model and its value is given by (Eq. (4)) and/or (Eq. (5)) depending on the initial temperature. This dependence is due to the assumption that the apparent activation energy Q is temperature dependent. The value of Q is constant at a temperature above 0.6 T m (where T m represents the melting temperature) and variant at temperatures below. Constant Q represents the activation energy of processes related to inelastic deformation that are thermally activated, k represents the universal gas constant, and T is the working temperature
In the present work, the temperature dependence function has been deactivated by setting the activation energy Q ¼ 0, which results in a temperature factor of h 0 ¼ 1. The temperature function was deactivated because only isothermal tests are considered in this study; moreover, this assumption eliminates one material constant, simplifying the material constant determination process.
Walker Model
The Walker model is a unified viscoplastic model, developed by Walker [19] ; originally, this model was called functional theory. The Walker model has the capability of modeling transient (primary) creep, steady-state (secondary) creep, monotonic shorttime plastic deformation, cyclic hardening and softening, Bauschinger effect, stress relaxation, strain rate, and temperature effects [19] . The model describes the inelastic behavior of materials using five equations, three constitutive rate equations, and two linear equations. The constitutive equations require 14 material constants that are calculated using cyclic hardening and softening experimental data. It should be noted that according to Walker [19] , only nine material constants are required to model creep and LCF behavior. The process to solve for the material constants has not been found in literature; thus, numerical optimization software (recently developed at The University of Texas at El Paso) has been used in the present work. A distinguishing characteristic of this model is the temperature dependence. The temperature dependence is present only in some explicit terms of the constitutive equations; therefore, temperature dependence is incorporated by making the material constants a function of temperature. Thus, material constants must be determined at every temperature level. So the number of material constants increases dramatically under nonisothermal conditions. The strain rate equation (6) is based on a power law and represents the strain rate behavior with respect to applied stress r, rest stress R, and drag stress D. Constants B and n are material constants, the sgn function and absolute value enable reversed plastic flow
The rest stress rate equation (7) introduces kinematic hardening into the model and provides the ability to account for Bauschinger effect. The equation requires the material constants n 1 , n 2 , and n 3 , temperature T, temperature rate T _ , recovery relation _ G, inelastic strain e, and the inelastic strain rate _ e. The growth law for the rest stress accounts for strain hardening with its first two terms, and for recovery effects with the last two terms which are dependent on the recovery relation. The recovery relation is given by Eq. (8) that represents a relationship between dynamic and static recovery of the material. The dynamic recovery term (first term of the equation) governs kinematic recovery in the presence of inelastic strain rate. The static recovery term (second term of the equation) governs kinematic recovery in the absence of an inelastic strain rate.
The equation requires material constants n 3 , n 4 , n 5 , n 6 , R, R s , and m, accumulated inelastic strain e k , and the strain rate magnitude e k _
The original model proposed by Walker [19] contains temperature rate terms _ T in the rest stress rate equation. These terms are responsible for modeling rest stress changes due to temperature changes during nonisothermal tests. However, in the present work only isothermal tests are considered; therefore, the temperature rate term _ T is set to zero. The material constants n 1 and n 2 determine how fast the rest stress grows, until it reaches saturation. When the magnitude of the constants is large, the rest stress will saturate so promptly that in theory it will saturate within the elastic region; in a hysteresis loop, this will cause a perfectly plastic hysteresis loop. With intermediate values, it will take longer for the rest stress to saturate. This will cause a rounded behavior of the hysteresis loop. With small values, the rest stress will slowly saturate and hysteresis loops will exhibit a further rounded behavior [19] .
The drag stress equation (9) introduces isotropic hardening into the model and provides the ability to account for cyclic hardening and softening of the material. Material variables n 7 and k 2 control the isotropic behavior of the model depending on the accumulated inelastic strain e k ; therefore, the precision of these variables is of extreme importance to accurately model isotropic hardening or softening of the material
Equation (10) sets the accumulated inelastic strain rate _ e k equal to the magnitude of the inelastic strain rate _ e. The accumulated inelastic strain rate _ e k in the Walker model is equivalent to the accumulated rest stress, R in the Miller model. Walker [19] does not assign any microstructural meaning to the rest and drag stress; only their effects in terms of hardening and softening phenomena are considered _ e k ¼ j_ ej
As mentioned earlier, only nine material constants are required for this study. The constants K 2 , n 1 , n 4 , n 5 , and n 7 are disabled.
Numerical Optimization Software
Previous efforts to develop methods of calculating the material constants of viscoplastic models have been documented [16, 24] . These techniques and regression software involve the analytical manipulation of equations and experimental data. This results in inconsistent calculations of material constants, since the manipulation of experimental data can differ from user to user. The numerical optimization software used in the present work is the MACHO software. This new FORTRAN-based software was developed to optimize material constants of complex constitutive models. This software allows the optimization of material constants by comparing experimental data to multiple iterations of numerical simulated mechanical tests. The provided experimental data and boundary conditions play a fundamental role in the optimization process. In the case of comparing viscoplasticity models, MACHO is extremely helpful because it warranties the consistent systematic calculation of material constants. By using the same optimization parameters for the considered constitutive models, a fair comparison between both models can be performed since the material constants for both models were calculated/optimized under the same conditions. MACHO is based on the simulated annealing multimodal optimization algorithm that explores the entire function surface and can perform both uphill and downhill moves; this allows the exploration of not only a local minima but also the search of a global minima [25, 26] .
The optimization process is illustrated in Fig. 1 . It is as follows: initial guess constants, boundary conditions, and experimental data are provided by the user. To avoid algorithm failure, initial guess constants should be values that will converge to a solution; to determine initial guess values, both constitutive models were programed in spreadsheets, where experimental data were plotted and different material constants values from literature [13] were modified until the initial guess constants converged to a reasonable noninfinite solution. Next, finite element (FE) simulations of the desired mechanical test are performed. The approach used to perform the FE simulation is executed based on the test type: load controlled or displacement controlled. For load control, the process is simple where the applied stress is directly applied in the constitutive equations. For displacement controlled, the radial return mapping technique is used where Newton-Raphson iterations provide an updated stress and solve the constitutive equations. Next, the calculation of the objective value occurs. The objective function indicates the goodness-of-fit of the FE simulation with respect to the experimental data. The objective function is calculated based on the type of test; for load controlled a tertiary creep function is used, while a LCF function is used for displacement controlled. The objective value of each data set is summed into one total objective value. Afterward, the total objective value is compared to convergence criterion. If convergence has not been reached, then the simulated annealing optimization algorithm is executed. The simulated annealing algorithm will produce a new set of material constants and restart the process until convergence is achieved [21] .
The simulated annealing algorithm has optimization parameters that controlled the efficiency of optimization. The optimization parameters are the number of constants to optimize (N), initial temperature (T), temperature reduction factor (RT), number of steps at each temperature level before cutting temperature (NT), maximum number of iterations (MAXEVL), and set upper (UB) and/or lower (LB) boundaries for the optimized constants. The fine-tuning of these parameters contributes to a faster and more accurate optimization of constants. For creep simulations, the following optimization parameters where fixed: MAXEVL ¼ 500,000, T ¼ 100 C, RT ¼ 0.5, NT ¼ 5*N, UB ¼ 1 Â 10 20 , and LB ¼ À3.4, respectively. On the other hand, for LCF simulations the following optimization parameters were fixed: MAXEVL ¼ 500,000, T ¼ 125 C, RT ¼ 0.25, NT ¼ 20*N, UB ¼ 1 Â 10 20 , and LB ¼ 0. Numerical optimization using HX creep data was performed. The total of optimized constants is N Miller ¼ 7 and N Walker ¼ 9. The total objective function values with respect to iteration are shown in Fig. 2 . It is observed that during the early iterations, the objective function values exhibit large oscillations for both constitutive models; these oscillations are the result of simulated annealing encountering sets of material constants that do not converge. Similarly, it can be observed how after several thousand iterations both models stabilize and converge to a con- The creep and LCF objective function values are not comparable due to the area under the experimental creep (strain versus time) and fatigue curves (stress versus time) being of dissimilar magnitude. The magnitude of the final material constants found for creep and LCF of both models are dramatically different. The mechanical behavior of HX and 304SS behavior is not so dramatically different to suggest such large swings in magnitude. This suggests that MACHO is database-dependent, physics agnostic, and only concerned with function minimization and not the realism of the material constants. An attempt was made to optimize the full (14 constant) Walker model for HX creep and 304SS LCF. It was found that the additional constants increased the magnitude of the final objective function value (when the maximum number of iterations was fixed to 500,000) in both cases. This suggests that the full Walker model is over defined. The nine constants suggested in literature and used in this study are ideal [19] .
Results
The simulated creep curves of HX using Miller are shown in Fig. 4 . It is observed that even though this model is designed for primary and secondary creep only, the physics agnostic MACHO code found optimized material constants that enable the ability to accurately model tertiary creep at high stress levels. On the other hand, at low stress levels the model is able to predict only primary Fig. 5 . Simulations show that the drag stress linearly decreases with time. At high stresses, the drag stress reduction will be larger and faster, meaning that the higher the applied stress the less time it will take to have a drag stress or isotropic hardening reduction. On the contrary, at low stress, the reduction of drag stress is smaller and slower.
The rest stress/kinematic hardening behavior of Miller model for HX creep is shown in Fig. 6 . The rest stress represents the amount of stress that stuck dislocations are causing within the lattice due to the applied stress. Simulations show how as time increases so do rest stress. At high stress, the rest stress is high. At low stress, the rest stress is low.
The simulated creep curves of HX using Walker are shown in Fig. 7 . Walker model exhibits high precision predictions of creep at high stress. However, at low stress it only describes the primary and secondary creep regime. As stress decreases, the model accuracy decreases. A good correspondence between experimental data and simulation is observed at r ! 20 MPa, where multistage creep is predicted. Scatter is present between experimental data and simulation at r < 20 MPa. Transactions of the ASME
The drag stress behavior of Walker model for HX creep is shown in Fig. 8 . The drag stress behavior is a straight line for all stress levels. This is expected for Walker's model because the drag stress equation is defined as the nonevolutionary k 1 material constant. The remaining terms of the drag stress equation were deactivated because they were not required to describe creep and creep-fatigue behavior according to literature. This proves that the Walker model drag stress has no physical meaning.
The rest stress behavior of Walker model for HX creep is shown in Fig. 9 . As time increases, the rest stress decreases. However, the rest stress reduction is dependent on the stress. At low stress, the rest stress reduction is slow and short, whereas at high stress levels the drag stress reduction is fast and larger. The rest stress value decreases because of the deactivation of constant n 1 in the rest stress rate equation. This behavior proves that the Walker model rest stress has no physical meaning.
The drag stress evolution of the two models is completely dissimilar due to the nature of the respective equations, where Walker uses a nonevolutionary material constant and Miller model uses an evolutionary drag stress equation that softens. The rest stress evolution of the two models is also dissimilar, where Walker exhibits linear to power law softening and Miller model exhibits linear to power law function hardening as stress increases. These phenomena are attributed to the different mathematical functions present in the inelastic strain rate equations and the physics agnostic nature of MACHO. No literature exists that defines the acceptable magnitude of material constants for either model. The phenomenological nature of these constitutive models makes the determination of material constants through experiments a fictitious effort at best. Microstructural length scale viscoplastic models would enable experimental validation of material constants; however, the mathematical formulation of these models is highly dependent on the microstructural characteristics of the selected material system. A more alloy insensitive model was desired in this study.
The results of 304SS LCF simulation at 600 C using Miller are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 for De ¼ 0.005 and De ¼ 0.007, respectively. The hysteresis loops De ¼ 0.005 in Fig. 10 show that the simulated LCF curve of Miller underpredicts the hardening. In the negative stress region, the simulations display a much softer behavior than experimental data. At this strain amplitude, Miller underpredicts LCF since the predicted hardening and softening behavior are smaller than the actual behavior. The hysteresis loops De ¼ 0.007 in Fig. 11 show that the hardening portion of the initial cycle is underpredicted by the simulated curve. Overall, there is good correspondence between the simulated and the experimental curve; however at the simulated maximum softening region (lower stress point) and the middle hardening region (positive stress, negative strain area) there is a underprediction of the actual behavior.
The results of 304SS LCF simulation at 600 C using Walker are shown in Figs. 12 and 13 for De ¼ 0.005 and De ¼ 0.007, respectively. The hysteresis loops De ¼ 0.005 in Fig. 12 show that [21] at the maximum softening region (lower stress point), a good correspondence can be observed for the first cycle while during subsequent cycles there are some discrepancies leading to underprediction. At the middle hardening region (positive stress, negative strain area), there is a small underprediction of the behavior; however, at the maximum hardening region (highest stress point) there is a good hardening prediction. The hysteresis loops De ¼ 0.007 in Fig. 13 show that an overall close correspondence between the simulated and experimental curves can be observed; however, there is a slight overprediction of the behavior at the maximum hardening region. No comparison figures of drag and rest stress for LCF simulations are presented due to the dissimilar nature of their treatment by Miller and Walker as demonstrated in the HX creep simulations.
Analysis
In order to determine which constitutive model is the best in describing HX creep and 304SS LCF, it is required to consider the accuracy and user friendliness of each model. To facilitate the decision process, a quantitative and qualitative discussion is presented. To establish a numerical or quantitative evaluation of the behavior of each model with respect to the experimental data, the time step size of each model was set equal to the time step size of the experimental data. To do so, for HX creep, ten experimental data points were selected as a base time step size and by using linear interpolation, ten numerical simulation data points (strain and time) were obtained for each constitutive model at exactly the same time. With these new data points, the ten experimental data points and the 20 numerical simulation data points (ten from each model) were compared. This procedure was not necessary for the LCF data of 304SS since the time step size is the same between the simulations and the experimental data. Two quantitative measures were used in this study. The first quantity used in this study is the mean percentage error (MPE) (Eq. (11))
where n represents the total number of data points considered at each stress level and strain amplitude. The MPE represents the average percentage error by which the simulated data differ from the experimental data. Therefore, the smaller the MPE, the more accurate the constitutive model. The second quantity used in this study is the coefficient of determination (R 2 ) (Eq. (12))
where i is the number of data points; y i and f i are the experimental and simulated data, respectively; and y is the mean value of the experimental data. The coefficient of determination is a number that specifies how well the simulated data fit the experimental data at each stress level. When R 2 ¼ 1, the simulation perfectly matches the experimental data; thus, the higher the coefficient of determination, the more accurate the constitutive model is at a specific stress level or strain amplitude.
The quantitative measures for HX creep and 304SS LCF are found in Tables 7 and 8 , respectively. According to Table 7 A final decision on the models can now be made. In terms of user friendliness, Walker requires nine material constants while Miller model only requires seven; therefore, Miller is more user friendly. The procedure to calculate Walker constants is not well documented, while the procedure for Miller has been explained [23] ; thus again Miller is more user friendly. The Walker model is more complex requiring five constitutive equations, while Miller model only requires three; again Miller is more user friendly. An examination of the rest and drag stress evolution shows that Miller model is more physically representative of hardening and softening phenomenon than Walker. Finally, the MPE and R 2 quantities show that the Walker model more accurately predicts the experimental data. It is concluded that the Miller model is more user friendly and exhibits a more physically germane evolution. The Walker model more accurately predicts the experimental data. Both models represent a continuum level phenomenological approach to viscoplasticity and thus do not represent true models of the physics of deformation in the subject materials. If numerical optimization software is not available, then the Miller model is the more appropriate model due to ease of implementation and constant determination. If a software, such as MACHO, is available, then Walker model is more suitable due to the level of accuracy that can be achieved.
Conclusion
The following conclusions can be formulated from the exercise of Miller and Walker constitutive models:
Both phenomenological viscoplastic models can model more than one alloy behavior. MACHO can be used to find the optimal material constants for multiple alloys; however, the software is physics agnostic and requires further development. Numerical optimization can give the Miller and Walker constitutive models the ability to model multistage creep; a capability that neither was designed to have. Both constitutive models can be used in nonisothermal conditions; however, the total number of material constants required will increase, especially for the Walker model. Numerical optimization using software like MACHO could minimize the time and effort needed to determine these constants. The full (14 constant) Walker model is not required to model creep and LCF independently. If numerical optimization software is not available, then the Miller is the more appropriate model due to ease of implementation and constant determination. If a software, such as MACHO, is available, then Walker model is more suitable due to the level of accuracy that can be achieved.
